• Learn how to turn your ideas into reality

• Meet mentors and startup founders

• Build your network
International programmes & cooperation

Network Globally, Act Locally (Estonia-USA)

EIT Health: Smart-up Lab (Estonia, Poland, Italy)

E-boat (Estonia, UK, Rumenia, Poland, Germany, Spain, Latvia, Portugal)
STARTERtartu

AUTUMN 2019

PROGRAM
26.09  Idea Hackathon
03.10  Business Model Canvas
10.10  Pitching ABC
24.10  Mentor Feedback Carousel
07.11  Product and Service Design
21.11  Marketing
28.11  Financial and Legal Aspects of a Startup
05.12  Pitching Training
12.12  Kaleidoskoop Pre-selection
29.–31.01.2020
Kaleidoskoop Finals @sSTARTUp Day

Workshops start at 4 PM at SPARK HUB
(Narva mnt 3, Tartu)

More information and registration:
www.startuplab.ut.ee
SEE YOU AT
sSTARTUp DAY 2020
29TH TO 31ST OF JANUARY
Join STARTERtartu

http://startuplab.ut.ee/en

SVSV.00.002 From Idea to Execution (3 ECTS)
We help students turn IDEAS into reality!

www
startuplab.ut.ee

@ut_idealab

/UTIidealab

@ut_idealab

andres.vaher@ut.ee